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Abstract 
A fuzzy controller for the Automatic Train Operation (ATO) is proposed. The controller governs the braking, 

powering of the train, coasting length, based on evaluation of riding comfort, punctuality, safety of the train, and energy 
saving considerations. The designed controller will decide at ever:y time instant while the train· is in motion, the amount of 
braking or powering forces required, whether to initiate coasting in order to optimise the overall performance at run time. The 
simulation results show that the proposed ATO controller ensures that the safety limits of the train are always maintained 
and the ride provides relatively good comfort. The controller is able to meet the scheduled time and is successfUl in 
minimising the mechanical braking. 

1. Introduction 

Modem railway systems have the operation goals 
of achieving the train safety, passenger satisfaction and 
also maintaining the operational efficiency. Achieving 
safety means avoiding the possible collisions by 
maintaining its velocity below the allowed limit. The 
passenger satisfaction refers to factors that are related to 
the quality of service. Some examples of these factors are 
the passenger comfort and the train regularity. Railway 
systems have to ensure the passenger satisfaction and to 
remain competitive in the transportation business. The 
operational efficiency refers to the efficiency in the 
utilisation of resources such as electrical energy, trains and 
other inventories. The economy of a railway system 
depends on these factors. 

This paper illustrates the development and 
simulation of a fuzzy controller which is applied to the 
Automatic Train Operation (ATO), which controls 
the braking, powering of the train, coasting length, based 
on evaluation of riding comfort, punctuality, safety of the 
train, and energy saving considerations. Such a controller 
decides at every instant of time, while the train is in 
motion, how much braking or powering, whether to 
initiate coasting in order to optimise the overall 
performance (3]. The symbols used are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 : List o[Svmbols 
F: Driving force (N) 
B: Braking force (N) 
KPH: Constant: 1/3 .6. conversion ratio from 

kmlhrto mls 
intr(xO>yO>xby1,x): Interpolating function as follows: 

X-X0 
-----''-(YI - Yo)+Yo 
XI -Xo 

v: Current velocity of the train (m/s) 
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TargetSpeed: Target speed specified by the ATP (mls) 
v safe: Safety speed allowance form target 

speed (m/s) 

tl: 

tc: 

d1: 

d2: 

Distance to the designated ATP block 

(m) 

Estimated time the train is allowed to 
coast (s) 
Continuous coast period. (s) 
Estimated punctuality (s) (Estimated 

Arrival Time- Scheduled Time) 
Effective deceleration due to coasting 

(mfs2) 
Effective available braking deceleration 

(mfs2) 

2. Automatic Train Operation (ATO) 
System 

The Automatic Train Control (A TC) contains the 
automatic train operation system (ATO) and the automatic 
train protection system (A TP). The main objective of the 
A TO system is to replace the driver of the train. A train is 
required to accelerate, coast and brake to stop at the 
designated station accurately. 

Various information are crucial to the A TO for 
choosing the appropriate train control. To enable the 
tracking of the motion of the train, we require the current 
position, velocity, the estimated value of the train 
acceleration as well as the mass. For achieving train safety, 
the A TO obtains the A TP codes from the track which 
dictate the maximum safe speed and target speed. At all 
instants, the train must move below the maximum safe 
speed. To cater for the on-schedule control, the time to 
reach the designated station is needed by the controller. 
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Finally, the train uses a database of the track gradient 
information which is important in the decision of control 
command. 

The outputs of the controller are the motoring 
force, F and the braking effort, B that are fed to traction 

(Position, Velocity, 

Acceleration, Msss) 

/nterststion Distsnce 

Scheduled Time 

(Msximum Ssfe Speed 

& Tsrget Speed) 

and brake controller. Fig. 1 illustrates the data input to and 
output from the controller. For the purpose of simulation, 
the traction and brake controller is assumed to be an 
actuator which can respond to the ATO controller's request 
after a short delay. 

ATO 
Controller 

Traction and 
Brake Controller 

Fig 1: Inputs and Outputs for the ATO Controller 

3. Automatic Train Protection (A TP) 
System 

The designed fuzzy A TO controller adopts the 
fixed block signalling scheme where the tracks are divided 
into ATP blocks which communicate with the passing 
train. When a train overlaps an ATP block, the ATP code 
is transmitted to the train which is decoded for the desired 
target speed and the maximum safe speed. Subsequently, 
the A 1P blocks trailing the train are set to lower the speed 
codes to avoid a possible collision (See Fig 3). By doing 
so, the A 1P also protects the train from exceeding the civil 
speed restriction limit by providing lower speed codes at 
discrete A TP blocks depending on the proximity of the 
obstruction. 

4. Fuzzy A TO Controller Layout 

Fig 2 shows the decomposition of the fuzzy A TO 
controller. Four groups of comprehensive rules are 
maintained to determine the most suitable status command 
of the train, which could be one of the following: 

1. Motoring 
In this status, the motor powers up to attain a 
higher speed. 
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2. Coasting 
The train is virtually running on its momentum 
with both B and F set to zero. 

3. Brake To Target Speed 
This status command is selected to ensure the 
safety of the · train should the train exceed the 
desired target speed specified in the A 1P code. It 
aims to provide the necessary braking effort to 
bring the train to the target speed before crossing 
over to the next A 1P block. 

4. Brake To Stop 
This command is selected when the train is close 
to the designated station. The necessary braking 
effort is provided to decelerate the train and to 
stop accurately at the destination. 

Fuzzy sets and indices based on the multiple 
objectives are pre-defmed for the rules to arrive at the 
correct decision. Periodically, the relative weight for the 
selection of each status command is determined and the 
status with the highest weight will be the next selection. 
The driving force, F and the braking force, B are 
determined independently depending on the choice of the 
next status command. 
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Fig 2: Fuzzy ATO Controller Layout 
entire railway system to accomplish a more economical 

5. ATO Controller Requirements railway operation. The train schedule can be maintained by 
the fu:zzy A TO controller through successive adjusunents 

Safety is the important issue in the design of the 
ATO controller. In a fixed block signalling scheme, the 
train safety is achieved by maintaining the velocity of the 
train below the maximum safe speed. If the ATP code has 
a target speed lower than the current train velocity, the 
controller must ensure that the train can achieve the 
desired speed before it reaches the next ATP block. 
Otherwise, emergency brakes must be applied (Fig 3). 

On-schedule control is one of the requirements 
that ensures the punctuality of the train. The conventional 
control mechanism to maintain the schedule is to adjust the 
dwell time of the trains at the stations. By having on- . 
schedule control, it offers more control freedom for the 
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of the coast length. 

ATP Blocks I 78161 162/39~4010 I 0/0 
Maximum Safe SpeecV Target Speed 

inkmlh 

Fig 3: Train Exceeding Target Speed 

One strategy to conserve tractive energy is to 
allow the train to coast whenever it can meet the schedule. 
Again, choosing the appropriate instant to initiate coasting 
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is crucial. For instance, if the train is going down slope, it 
can coast to allow the force of gravitY to propel the train 
along. Another method to conserve energy is to introduce 
coasting for a period of time whenever the train has 
attained its maximum velocity regardless of the scheduled 
time. In many instances, continuous motoring effort to 
maintain the train at maximum speed does not necessary 
shorten the interstation run time by an amount that wiU 
qualify for the additional energy incurred. As a result, in 
the controller design, the train is made to coast once it has 
attained the maximum speed. Another aspect for energy 
saving is to maximise regenerative braking where the 
useful electrical energy is injected back to the railway 
system [2]. The fuzzy ATO controller will try to optimise 
the electrical braking (rheostatic and regenerative braking 
[1]) and to discourage the mechanical braking effort 
whenever possible. 

In the normal train operation, the traction and 

brake control system of the train will minimise jerking 
due to sudden changes in traction or brake levels. The 
riding comfort of the passenger may be improved further 
by minimising the number of transitions of the train status 
command throughout the journey. 

6. Fuzzy Sets of Performance Indices 

The fuzzy sets of performance indices are 
classified under safety, punctuality, passengers' comfort 
and energy saving. The major performance indices are 
highlighted as follows: 

6.1 Safety Performance Indices, TS 

One of the factors which determines the train 
safety is to ensure that the train runs below the target speed 
as demanded by the A TP. The safety is evaluated by the 
current velocity above the desired target speed. vsafo· 

• Safe(TS _ S) 
f 1 V ,.j. ' - 2 p K p H 

l'rs_s (v ,.1,) = 1 int r (2K P M ,1,0,0,v , .1,) - 2KP H · v,.1, • 0 

f 0 V rofo • 0 

(1) 

• Danger(TS _ S) 

! 0 V ••!• < - 2 p K p H 

l' rs_ n (v ,.1,) = intr(2KPM,1,0.0, v ,.fo )-2K PH ··· v,.1, 0 

I V,.,. . 0 

(2} 
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6.2 Punctuality Performance Indices, P 

The train punctuality can be met by adjusting the 
coast period. Given values of deceleration during coasting 
and braking, we can estimate the train's punctuality, lest 
This is shown in Fig. 4. By equating the area of the graph 
shown in the figure to the remaining distance to be 
covered, tJ and t2 are solved. 

The strategy of the fuzzy controller is to power up 
the train if the estimated arrival time lest is longer than the 

scheduled time, otherwise the train will coast instead. The 
coasting deceleration dl is determined from the 'look 
ahead' gradient which is the effective gradient from the 
current train position to the destination. The average 
rolling resistance is also considered in the estimation of dl . 
The braking deceleration d2 also accounts for the 
estimated the effective braking power of the motor. This is 
important because the braking force provided by the 
motors should be within their operating regions so as to 
maximise the electrical braking. Over-estimating of d2 
may result in brake applications beyond the operating 
regions of the motors and the mechanical brakes must be 
applied. 

V 

V 

t 
est 

Coasting, deceleration = d1 

t1 t2 

== t1 + t2- Available Time To Schedule 

Fig 4 : Postulated velocity-time graph 

The punctuality performance indices are 
evaluated by the estimated punctuality, lest as follows: 

• Early (P _E) 
r 1 1,,<-20 (3) 

" ' , (1 ., ) = ~ intr(-20 ,1,1,0 ,0,1.,)-20 < t ,, < 0 - I o l.,, > o 

• Late (P _L) 

I o 1 ... < -2o 
!' P_L ( f u o ) = ~ intr (-20 ,0,1,0,1, 1 •• o)-20 < t.., < 0 

I 1 t ... > o 

(4) 
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6.3 Energy saving perlonnance indices,AC 

By estimating the available time to co~t, tJ (Fig 
4), the train can conserve energy through maximising the 
coasting period while achieving train punctuality. The 
following performance indices check on the available time 
to coast before the brake should be applied. 

• Short (AC S) 
~ r 1 cl < 2 

IJ.,c_s(tl) = ~ intr(-2,1,6,0,11)2 ··.cl ·· 6 

l 0 11 .> 6 

(5) 

• Long (AC~S) 
r o t1 "' 2 (6) 

IJ.,c ,{t1)= j intr(-2,0,6,1,11)2 •· t1 <" 6 - I 1 11 . 6 

6.4 Energy Saving Perlonnance Indices, C 

Another strategy to conserve energy is to initiate 
coasting when the train attains the maximum speed (say 78 
km/h). The energy saving performance index, C, checks 
the velocity of the train whether it has reached the speed to 
enable coasting. It is defined as follows: 

• Low (C~L) 
f I v ~ ?OKPH 

J.L c_L (v) = j int r(70K PH ,l, 76KPH ,0. v) ?OK PH < v ·: 76KPH 
l 0 V > 76KPH 

(7) 

• Ok(C~O) 

0 v<74KPH 
int r(74KPH,O, 76KPH,I, v) 74KPH < v < 76KPH 

llc_o(v)= I 76KPH<v<77KPH 
intr(77KPH,l,78KPH,O. v) 77KPH < v78KPH 

0 v>78KPH 

(8) 

6.5 Riding Comfort Performance Indices, CT 

The riding comfort can be improved by 
minimising the number of transitions of the train status 
command throughout the journey. One of the methods to 
achieve riding comfort is to schedule the train to coast for 
at least a period of time before the train is allowed to 
power up. 

The riding comfort performance index is 
therefore based on the period of time from the instant the 
train starts coasting tc. 
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• Short (CT_S) 

j 1 tc < 20 

1.1 er _s (tc) = int r(20,1,30,0,tc)20 < tc < 30 

. 0 tc > 3 0 

(9) 

• Long(CT~L) 

l 0 tc < 20 (10) 
1.1 er_, (le) = int r(20,0,3 0,1, tc) 20 < tc < 30 

1 tc > 3 0 

6.6 Command Choice Indices 

The command choice indices are deimed for each 
train status as follows: 

1. Motoring,.MTR 
2. Coasting, CST 
3. Brake To Target Speed, BTS 
4. Brake To Stop, BSP 
Each of the status indices is deimed as follows: 

• Low (STATUS~L) 

• Low (STATUS~ H) 

0 W<-1 

intr( -1,0,0,1, w)-1 < w < 0 

intr(0,1,1,0, w) 0 < w < 1 

0 W>1 

(11) 

0 w<O 
intr(0,0,1,1, w) 0 < w < 1 

IJ...STATUS_H(w) = 
intr(0,1,2,0, w)1 < w < 2 

0 W>2 

(12) 
where w is the relative weight for the choice of the status, 
and STATU$ is the train status conunand. 

7. Rule base for fuzzy Control System for 
Selection of Status Command 

For each choice of status command, a group of 
rules is maintained to determine the strength for the 
selection of the status. Some of rules for the selection of 
the train status command are as follows: 
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7.1 Rules for Selection of Coasting Status 

1. IF AC is AC _ L AND T.S' is TS_S 
AND ( P is NOT(P_L) OR CT is CT_S) 
THEN CST is CST _H. 

2. IFACisAC_S AND TSis TS_S 
THEN CST is CST L. 

3. IF Pis P _LAND CT is CT_L 
AND TS is T.S' S 
THEN CST is CST L 

4. IF C is C_O AND TS is T.S'_S 
THEN CST is CST H 

5. IF TSis TS D 
THEN CST is CST H 

7.2 Rules for Selection of Motoring Status 

1. IF P is P _ L AND CT is CT _ L 
ANDTS is TS S 
THEN MTR is MTR H. 

2. If P is NOT P L 
AND TS is TS S 
THENMrR isMrR L. 

3. IF CTis CT S 
AND TSis TS S 
THEN MIR is .MTR L. 

4. IF TS is T.S' D 
THEN MrR is MrR L 

7.3 Rules for Selection of Brake To Stop Status 

1. IF (AC isAC_S OR Pis P _E) 
AND TSis TS S 
THEN BSP is BSP H 

2. IF AC isAC L 
ANDPisNOT PE 
AND TSis TS S 
THEN BSP is BSP L 

3. IF TSis TS D 
THEN BSP is BSP L 

7.4 Rules for Selection of Brake To Target Speed 
Status 

l. IF TS is TS D 
THEN BTS is BTS H 

2. IF TSis TS S 
THEN BTS is BTS L 

8. Defuzzification and Selection of Train 
Status Command 

When the membership values of all the status 
choice indices are determined, the next step is to perform 
defuzzification to obtain the relative weight for this 
particular status command. The centre of area method is 
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used for defuzzification because it produces a result that is 
sensitive to all the rules. The command choice which has 
the greatest weight after defuzzification is chosen as the 
next train command status. 

9. Simulation Results 

The Object Oriented Technology is applied in the 
simulation of railway operations. Simulation results show 
that the fuzzy ATO controller gives satisfactory results 
pertaining to the passenger riding safety and comfort, the 
punctuality of the train as well as conserving energy. 
Generally, the controller ensures that the safety limits of 
the train are not violated. The controller achieves relatively 
good comfort by having minimal intermittent status 
transitions which is illustrated in Fig 5 and Fig 6. 

The controller achieves punctuality within the 
limits of 5 seconds even if the train is running on tracks 
with varying gradients. The coasting length is determined 
to ensure punctuality without wmecessary powering up or 
braking effort and hence saving on electrical energy. 

The designed fuzzy ATO controller is successful 
in minimising the mechanical braking. Mechanical brakes 
are applied when the train requires a braking effort greater 
than the operating limits of the motor. The graph in Fig. 7 
indicates the applied braking effort for a normal train 
running profile. 

10. Conclusions 

The fuzzy A TO controller has four groups of 
comprehensive rules that determine the most suitable 
status of the train for motoring, coasting, brake to target 
speed. or brake to stop. Fuzzy sets and indices based on 
the multiple objectives are pre-defmed for the rules to 
arrive at the correct decision. 

From simulations, the designed ATO controller is 
seen to ensure the safety limits of the train. The controller 
gives relatively good comfort by having minimal 
intermittent status transitions. When the train is running 
along tracks with varying gradients, the fuzzy controller 
achieves punctuality as well as riding comfort. The 
designed fuzzy A TO controller is also successful in 
minimising mechanical braking. 

One drawback of the A TO controller is the lack 
of optimisation. The next development plan is to use the 

genetic algorithm to generate a look up table for the 
optimal train movement profile that can be incorporated 
to the designed fuzzy ATO controller. 
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